
FSU Pikes Delta Lambda Newsletter - April 2021

Please forward this copy of your Delta Lambda Newsletter to your Pike
friends and encourage them to sign up to receive the monthly letter. It’s free.

Here is the https://www.fsupikes.com

Join the Old Guard of Delta Lambda!

The Old Guard is Delta Lambda’s alumni Annual Fund. March and
April brought many expressions of loyalty and generosity from
Delta Lambda alumni. Your contribution helps the Chapter
maintain its competitive standing at the top of Florida State’s
fraternity system.

March and April saw especially generous outpouring of support
from alumni. We’re extremely grateful to these Brothers who
joined or renewed their Old Guard commitments since our last
Newsletter was published in March.

Chuck Cottrell ’80 says the Don Kyle Memorial initiative “was
inspired by Facebook messages from Glenn Grant ‘82.” Six
contributions in various amounts of $100 or more have been
received from six Brothers with the goal of creating a Memorial of
some kind for Don Kyle ‘77. Their goal is to reach $1,000 ($800
has been raised so far). They will decide later what form the

 

https://www.fsupikes.com/
http://www.fsupikes.net/


Memorial will take. For now, the Don Kyle Memorial is listed as an
inclusion in the Brent Sembler Society. Contributing brothers to-
date include Jim Finch ‘81, Joe Feheley ‘81, Chuck Cottrell
‘80, Glenn Grant ‘82, Mike Martin ‘79, and Dave Henry ‘81.

We’re grateful to several more Brothers who have sent money to
‘catch up’ in their yearly gifts.

They include Jim Cobb ’63 (two years); Jim Finch ’81 (four
years), Bill Cheek ’62 (four years). 

 Jim Poe ’66 and Harvey Mackler ’72 (University of
Pennsylvania) also sent their annual Old Guard contributions this
month. Thank you!

Joining the Old Guard is easy. Contribution is only $100 per year.
Your gift goes toward strengthening the Bonds among alumni, and
enriching both the alumni and undergraduate Delta Lambda
experience. Some alumni have even chosen to give as much as
$1,000. A current list of the Old Guard Members appears at the
end of this newsletter.

Click here to join the Old Guard now!

Our next Alumni Advisors/Undergraduate Leadership Luncheon is Wednesday, May 5th
at the University Center Club. Please come and enjoy the fellowship and hear about
Delta Lambda’s latest goals and achievements. Our Chapter is fortunate to benefit
from the attentions of strong undergraduate leaders and many caring alumni.

Sign up for the monthly e-newsletter at: fsupikes.com

If you would like to send a letter or comment to your Delta Lambda Brothers for
inclusion in the Newsletter, please use this link: 

 Contribute Comments for the Newsletter
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Alumni News 
Ad Astra: Bob Hall ‘49

Reminder - Missed an Issue?

Every page and every issue of Pikeboy and Pikes Illustrated are now available, free, for
your entertainment and nostalgia. This is the photographic record of America’s greatest
college fraternity chapter! Thank you, David Rancourt!

https://deltalambdapikes.com/publication/pikeboy/ 
 https://deltalambdapikes.com/publication/pikes-illustrated/

ANNUAL MILITARY BALL 2021

The 2021 annual Military Ball featured Student Body President Jonathan Levin ’18,
recently commissioned in the Air Force, and guest speaker Lieutenant Colonel

https://deltalambdapikes.com/publication/pikeboy/
https://deltalambdapikes.com/publication/pikes-illustrated/


Patrick Sullivan ’01, USMC. As many as 8 Delta Lambda undergraduates are
currently either serving in the ranks, or will be commissioned before graduation. 
Eli Nortelus ’01; Charlie Barnes ’65; Chapter Advisor John Peacock ’01; LTC
Patrick Sullivan ’01 USMC; Corporal Brandon Edmonston ’20 USMC; Andrew
Paquin ‘18; SMC Luke Vari ’18; EVP Kyle McLaren ’18; IVP Max Roix ’18;
Student Body President Jonathan Levin ’18; David Joseph ’19.

These joined Col. Sullivan for a casual dinner prior to the military Ball. 
If you have had any doubts about the quality of Pike social life in 2021, let this photo
of the attendees and their stunningly beautiful dates put your doubts to rest.

[From left] Brandon Edmonston ’20; Jonathan Levin ’18; Andrew Paquin ’18;
SMC Luke Vari ’18; Max Roix ’18; Kyle McLaren ’18; John Peacock ’01; Patrick
Sullivan ’01; David Joseph ’19.

THE SEMBLER & KEEN CHALLENGE



The Jimmy Keen Conference Room (see plaque above, left) marked the first house
project taken on by the undergraduates, on their own, to create and finance a major
house improvement.

Jimmy remembers, “Kevin Stokes ‘13 was the SMC then. He came to me with the
idea of converting an open space on the second floor into a conference room.”

“At the time, I was opposed,” Keen continued. “I suspected the proposed room was
just going to be another man-cave. Happily, as it turns out, I was wrong. After
conversations with the officers, Kevin and his Executive Committee agreed to construct
the room and use it specifically and exclusively for meetings and for quiet study. I am
honored that they voted to give the room my name.”

Kevin Stokes ’13 writes, “Jimmy and I had a great working relationship during my
time as SMC. Envisioning a place for our Exec board to meet, I proposed turning one of



the open spaces on the second floor into a conference room to Jimmy. Initially he
didn’t like the idea, but over time Jimmy came around to see how this improvement to
the Pike house was a great way to turn an unused space into something we could be
proud of. Jimmy, Joe Feheley ‘81, House Manager Rob Hicks ’14 and I worked on
the conference room project for a number of weeks. Joe, especially, spent many hours
with us, building by hand. I’m glad to hear it’s an academic space that the Chapter still
uses and keeps in good shape - surely due to Jimmy’s hard work and dedication to the
upkeep of the house.”

Jimmy says that immediate past SMC Jacob Middleton ’18 wanted his chapter to
make a significant contribution to the house through installing a basketball goal in the
courtyard. “I told Jacob, it would have to be very high-end and expensive goal.
Nothing second class. I researched and had conversation with Leon County recreational
department; they told me the best price would be $1,700.”

“Pete (Peter Ford ’14 Legends General Contractor for Legends of Delta Lambda) and I
discussed with Jacob a location for one basketball goal. We moved from one goal to
two goals in locations that Pete and I agreed. The Chapter would pay for installation;
Pete supervised it to make sure they were installed correctly, and charged them
nothing for his professional help. I signed an approval for Legends of Delta Lambda to
pay for decorative bars to cover the windows behind the goal.”

Immediate past SMC Jacob Middleton ’18 writes, “The basketball goals were a long-
time wish of the Delta Lambda Chapter. With COVID-19 throwing a wrench in
essentially all plans for 2020, my executive board was faced with challenges we had
never seen before. We began to think about ways to improve the morale, and we
decided on making the Chapter’s basketball goals wish come to fruition. With the help
of Jimmy Keen and Brent Sembler, we installed in-ground basketball goals on both the
east and west wing of the courtyard. A true testament to our alumni’s dedication to the
fraternity, the basketball goals are used daily and truly bring a new sense of
Brotherhood to the courtyard.”

Jimmy maintains close personal relationships with both Kevin and Jacob. “Working with
Kevin was one of the best years as Chapter Advisor I had,” Jimmy says. “He was a
strong leader, trustworthy, honest, reliable and responsive. He and I had many
discussions about the difference between right wrong, versus what is popular. Great
leaders move in the direction of what is right.”





Delta Lambda’s ‘Godfather’ Brent Wolfe Sembler ’78 writes, “Jimmy Keen ’73 has
been overseeing the on-site common area maintenance for a couple of years now.
Under his supervision, maintenance has gotten a lot better and a lot cheaper for us.
We are lucky to have Jimmy paying attention to those things. And Jimmy did create
the ‘challenge;’ concept, which is a very good initiative.”

In only the past two years, Legends of Delta Lambda has invested another $650,000
into improving the house.

Jimmy writes, “My motivation is to get the undergraduate Brothers seriously involved
in making the house better when they leave, than it was when they moved in. My
dream is to have the huge plaque decorated with gold plates detailing the significant
enhancements undertaken by future chapters, and framed composites on the wall
recognizing those initiatives and the Chapter leaders.”

Chapter Report

At our final Alumni/Undergraduate luncheon of the 2020-2021 school year, Chapter
officers expressed optimism and enthusiasm about what’s ahead for Delta Lambda.
SMC Luke Vari ’18 reported, “Chapter morale is high.” It appears that Pikes will be
renting out the front portion of the Lambda Chi house next year. “That will be good for
us,“ Vari said. “It means we’ll have more of the younger members next door; it will
increase involvement.”

Luke and Chapter Advisor John Peacock entertained a delegation of Sigma Chi alumni
at the Pike house. The Sigs will be re-colonizing this fall, and we are glad to have them
back. We’d like to have all our old rivals back.

EVP Kyle McLaren ’18 said Pike astonished the campus by raising over $46,000 for
philanthropies in only two weeks. “The Chapter also contributed $1,500 to the Military
Ball,” he said. “We decided not to participate this year in Dance Marathon, but to raise
money instead for our own projects in our own way. We adopted the charity of the
local Leon County Firefighters – Camp Amigo, a burn camp for children. We raised
$18,000 is less than one week.” 

 Chapter officers have established a relationship with the Firefighters. A few weeks ago,
Pikes took dinners from Mission Bar-b-que to the firemen. “This time we took Chik-
Filet,” McLaren said. “They were waiting for us!”



Unlike back-in-the-day, Sororities now choose their Man of the Year based in large part
on how much money a fraternity can raise for the sororities’ philanthropy. Pikes were
named Tri-Delt Man of the Year, and DG Anchor Man. 
McLaren is President of the Seminole Student Boosters, FSU’s largest student spirit
group. A dozen Pikes serve on the organization’s executive board.

Christian Ursillo ’18 said “Spring was good, despite the onerous university
restrictions. We appear to be inching toward normalcy.”

IVP Max Roix ’18 said the Brothers enjoyed a paintball event in Quincy several weeks
ago. “Four or five girls competed for Dream Girl during ‘Dream Girl Week’. It was very
close. The very popular Pike Stickball Season is drawing to a close. Final exams will
take pace at the end of this month.”

In other news, SMC Luke Vari ’18 was voted Brother of the Year. Garrett Sargeant
’17 won the Ed Cubbon Award for exemplary brotherhood and loyalty to Delta Lambda.
New member of the year is Brandon Edmonston ’20.

Alumni News

Adrian Lukis '05 Governor Ron DeSantis’
new Chief of Staff

Bill Lickson '81 New Director of North Florida
Innovation Laboratory



Adrian Lukis ’05 was recently tapped to become Gov. Ron DeSantis’ new Chief of
Staff. He was named the attorney for the Florida House Economic Affairs Committee
only two years after finishing law school. Former SMC Carlos Lindo ’81 wrote, “Adrian
has been a hard worker ever since we met as pledge brothers in the fall of 2005. I also
had the pleasure of attending law school with him. Governor DeSantis’ Office is in
great hands with Adrian at the helm.”

Bill Lickson ’81 has been announced as the Executive Director of the North Florida
Innovation Laboratory. Innovation Park Executive Director Ron Miller said, “Lickson is
an accomplished entrepreneur, advisor, and mentor to businesses and start-ups in
Tallahassee and across the country.” “[Lickson] has been named to take over the soon-
to-be-built incubator laboratory at Innovation Park. He will be in charge of both
building and running the seventeen-million-dollar facility.”

The Wedding of John Graber ’02, March, 2021



Standing: Anthony Arzola ’01; TJ “Peter Pan” Pare ’07; Julian Garcia ’06;
Schmidt ’04; Bryan Schulis ’03; Kevin Luehrs ’02; Eddie Metzger ’03; Austin
Brock ’02; Matt “Boston” Pare ’05; Hunter Jones ’02.

Kneeling: Randy Mills ’02; Jon Graber ’02 (Groom and past SMC); Chase
Lindsay ‘06

Always a challenge with creative group photos contributed to our newsletter. This one
gets a special mention for low light, with pink and purple mood lighting selected by the
bride for her after-party. Photo editing helped a bit. In the future Fill-in flash is always
appreciated.

Ad Astra



Robert “Bob” Weston Hall ‘49

Bob Hall ‘49, Delta Lambda Charter Member and collared officer of the first chapter,
passed peacefully into Chapter Eternal in his sleep on March 24, 2021. He was 94.

As Chapter Secretary in 1950, Bob cast the deciding vote to embrace Delta Lambda’s
dream of occupying their own, competitive facility, rejecting FSU’s offer of university
housing. It would be another, long 17 years before Delta Lambda’s dream came true,
but 218 South Wildwood was the best house on campus, built on the largest private
parcel of land in the middle of campus.

Bob and Jean retired to Tallahassee in 1987 when he was honored at Delta Lambda’s
40th Colony Anniversary Celebration Banquet. But his retirement was destined to be
anything but relaxing. When tragedy struck and the chapter was lost in 1988, the
International Headquarters asked Bob and John French ’64 to assume whatever
caring fraternal oversight could be maintained over 175 suddenly disenfranchised
members of Delta Lambda. Later, along with Cort McCord ‘81, Bob was an unofficial
Advisor to The Firemen (1988-1994).



Bob was a strong and fearless advocate for Delta Lambda, and continued to provide
Fraternal counseling during the darkest of days. He courageously served as President
of the Alumni Association during the decade when many alumni feared that Delta
Lambda might never return to FSU.

Bob played a significant leadership role when Pi Kappa Alpha re-colonized in 2000,
tirelessly raising funds to build the new Pike house, completed in 2005. In twenty
years since the Chapter’s return, Bob almost never missed a Pike event or a monthly
alumni luncheon.

Former Florida Senator Bob McKnight ’62 (Florida Southern) wrote, “I got to know
Bob through our monthly Pike Alumni luncheons at FSU. What a wonderful Brother and
source of valuable history for our fraternity! He always reminded us of how much Pikes
gave him, including the love of his life. Rest in peace Brother Bob. Phi Phi.” 

 Pi Kappa Alpha’s National CEO Justin Buck ’96 (Southeast Missouri) wrote: “I am
very sorry to learn of Bob’s passing. Bob was a good man and a very loyal PIKE. His
record of service as a volunteer to the Fraternity spanned over three decades, and I
know he served as a mentor to thousands of young men throughout his life. The world
needs more men like Bob Hall.”

Glenn Grant ’82 said, “Wow what a loss! Our chapter’s a better place because of
leaders and Brothers like him! I will give it some thought as to a few words of wisdom
to share, as I travel around the country meeting with Pikes. I had lunch with Mark
Provo ’82 in Memphis yesterday, dinner with Chris Chain ’83 before that; a few days
with Rocky Beach ’81 and David Hiteshew ’82 for a quickee. Also, with Joe Liguori
‘81 in Jax , and before that with Bill Comiskey ‘81, Jay Hurley ‘79, Mike Miller ’84
and Harold Overby ‘82....Living the dream!!! “My truest happiness is when I am
awake in my dreams”, Henry David Thoreau. With the Power of Pike Brotherhood!!
Glenn E. Grant cell: 239-269-1950.”

Former Chapter Advisor Scottie Howell ’06 wrote, “Bob and I spoke regularly
throughout the COVID isolation, even since I moved west. Each time we spoke, he
would say, "You have no idea what it means to me that you call." Having lost his wife
Jean in 2013, I know the isolation has been worse with COVID lockdowns. Bob was
very grateful for his Pike Brothers remembering him. He shared that alumni would pick
him up for the Pike luncheons and take him back afterward. Those luncheons meant
the world to him. “At the end of every call, Bob would always tell me, "Love you, big
guy." I always told him, "Love you, too, brother," and I'm glad I did. I can't help feeling
grief right now, but I'm so thankful that I got to talk with Bob one more time. You
never know when it will be the last time, when you won't have another chance to tell
those you care about that you love them.”



Past SMC David Rancourt ’84 wrote, “I’ve been thinking about our alumni leaders,
and the loss of Bob. He was a wonderful and kind man…always a keen reminder of our
history and grand legacy, and how hard it is to achieve greatness. He always sought
the positive, and sought not to be troubled by negative people, things and situations.
He meant a lot to all of us, and I grieve with you.”.

David Kresge ’73 said, “I am enriched for having known Bob from back when we
dealt with the shock of the initial loss of the Chapter Charter. I send my prayers and
love to the family.”

Past Chapter Advisor Jimmy Keen ’73 wrote, “Bob was an inspiration to all of us who
volunteered for service to Delta Lambda. When I was CA, I created the special
category of ‘Delta Lambda Ambassador’ and awarded it to Bob. It was two full year
more before any other worthy alumni was presented with the Ambassador title.”

On the 71st Anniversary of Delta Lambda’s Chartering Ceremony (March 4, 1949) Co-
Chapter Advisors Scottie Howell ’06 and John Peacock ’01 along with SMC Jacob
Middleton ’18 presented Bob with a framed collage illustrating his 73 years of
contributions and leadership to Delta Lambda. John Peacock arranged for Pike National
CEO Justin Buck ’96 to send a special video recognizing Delta Lambda’s 71st



Anniversary, as well as a special tribute to Bob. At graveside, Bob’s family returned the
framed plaque to the Chapter where it will be displayed in the Doug Russell Legends
Room.

During the March 4th, 2020 Luncheon, one of the undergraduate officers asked, “Mr.
Hall, why do you still devote so much time and energy to Pi Kappa Alpha at age 93?”
His answer was marvelous. Bob said, “The question isn’t why would I stay involved.
The question is: Why wouldn’t I stay involved? Most of my Brothers from chapter days
may be gone, yet most all of my friends today still are Pikes, both alumni and
undergraduates. I met my wife of 61 years at a Pike formal dance in Nashville at the
Sigma Chapter (Vanderbilt). I got my 35-year career with Southern Bell through a
chance meeting at a Birmingham, Alabama Pike alumni luncheon. I was able to
participate in the Initiation of my grandson Robert Andrew Hall ’14 at the Upsilon
Chapter (Auburn). Just about everything I cherish in life has come to me one way or
the other through Pi Kappa Alpha. Why wouldn’t I want to remain close to this
wonderful Fraternity?”

Recognizing his service in World War II, Bob was buried with full military honors, and
now rests next to his wife Jean who died in 2013. Many Pike alumni and
undergraduates mourned alongside Bob’s family at the funeral.

If you would like to send a letter or comment to your Delta
Lambda Brothers for inclusion in the Newsletter, please use
this link:

Send info for Newsletter

Join the Old Guard of Delta Lambda!

The annual contribution to be a member of the Old Guard
is only $100. The Old Guard account is located at BB&T
(is now Truist) in Tallahassee.

mailto:cbarnes161@comcast.net?subject=Please%20submit%20for%20the%20newsletter


Please use this link to contribute: 
Click here to join the Old Guard now!

Or, if you feel more comfortable sending a check, please
make it to The Old Guard of Delta Lambda, and send to
Charlie Barnes / 1490 Saint Charles Place / Tallahassee,
FL 32308

Old Guard of Delta Lambda (updated April 2021)

The Annual Giving Outreach of Delta Lambda Alumni

THE OLD GUARD 
Brothers making Annual Gifts of $100 or more

Dan Akre ’83 2016, 2017 
 Charlie Barnes ’65 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

 Ed Barnes ’71 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
 Joe Beasley’83 2018, 2019, 2021 

 Robert “Bobby” Bowden ’49 [Alpha Pi, Samford University] (son Jeff Bowden ’80;
grandson Michael Madden ’14) 2016, 2017, 2018 

 Gabriel Brady ’58 2020 
 Justin Buck ’96 (Southeast Missouri State) 2021 

 Pete Burnett ’68 2020 
 Eric Carr ’01 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 

 Jay Campbell ’87 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 
 Bill Cheek ’61 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024 

 Jim Cobb ’63 (son Kevin Cobb ’06) 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
 Chuck Cottrell ’80 2019 

 

http://www.fsupikes.com/contribute


Dustin Daniels ’10 2016 
Phil Doumar ’09 2017 
Jeff Epley ’96 (Iota Gamma, Nebraska-Kearney) 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 
Miguel Fernandez ’77 (son Michael ’10) 2017 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 
Jim Finch ‘81 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Jim Floyd ’76 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Dave Frew ’67 2020 
Lewis Fusco ’05 2020 
Paul Gerding ’65 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 
Dave Giordano ’65 2020 
Glenn Grant ’82 2017 
Connor Gray ‘11 2018 
Bill Gregory ’77 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 
Mike Halfacre ’85 2016, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Bob Hall ’49 (grandson Andrew Hall ’15 initiated at Auburn) 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019,
2020 
Lawrence ‘Chip’ Hartung ’81 2017, 2019 
Scotty Howell ’06 (brother Seth Howell ’84) 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Rob Hicks ’83 2020 
Bruce Johnson ’81 2017 
Jay Johnson ‘83 2016 *Joined the Sembler Society in 2018 
Dick Klunk ’67 2020 
David Kresge ’73 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 
Mike Lait ’78 2020 
Joe Liguori ’81 2021 
Mike Lilly ’84 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Carlos Lindo ’05 2016 
David Lyons ’65 2018, 2019, 2020 
Harvey Mackler ’72 (Beta Pi, University of Pennsylvania) 2018, 2019, 2020 
Trent Mallory ’81 2017, 2021 
Mike Markowski ’75 (sons Reeve Markowski ’13 and Brandon Markowski ‘16 ; brothers
Craig Markowski ’79 and David Markowski ’79) 2016 
Noah C. McKinnon ’65 2021, 2022, 2023 
Stuart McLeroy 2021 
Roy McDonald ’79 2018 
Jack McMullen ’64 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 
Andy Miller ‘70 2021, 2022, 2023 
J.L. Milton ’62 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Jim Montano ’64 2019 
Jeff Moore ’81 2018 
Kyle Mowitz ’01 2017 



Alex Mullineaux ’01 2019 
Eli Nortelus ’01 2018 
Marco Novak ’01 2016 
Harry Orwig ’66 2018 
Serge Osaulenko ’01 2017 
Joel Padgett ’71 2016, 2019 
Jim Parsons ’81 2017 
John Peacock ’01 2018, 2019, 2020 
Chris Pepin ’01 2018, 2019, 2020 
Khoung Phan ’01 2019 
Jim Poe ’66 2017, 2019, 2020, 2021 
David Ponder ’80 2017 
Gary Prescott ’72 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Dr. Jace Provo ’83 2020 
Tyler Russell ’10 2020 
Lt. Col. Jerry Sexton ’74 (brother, Russell Sexton ’77) 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Griffin Siegel ‘78 2016 2017 
Peter Singhal ’15 2019, 2020 
Kevin Stokes ’13 2018, 2019 
Bob Stoner ’64 2018 (memorial gift via John Stoner), 2020, 2021, 2022 
John Stoner ’64 2018, 2020, 2021, 2022 
Todd Trimmer ’69 2019, 2020, 2021 
Tom Trotta ’81 (son Eric Trotta ’09 initiated at University of Florida) 2018, 2019, 2020 
Bob Tunkel ’66 2020 
Tarek Waked ’09 2019 
Kevin Wheeler ’09 (father Tom Wheeler ’78) 2017, 2018, 2019 
Wade Wilcox ‘86 (son Griffin Wilcox ’15) 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 
Griffin Wilcox ’15 (dad, Wade Wilcox ’86) 2020, 2021 
Bill Williams ’85 2019, 2020 
Rob Williamson ’87 2018, 2020, 2021 
Alan Winslette ’77 2018, 2019 
Bart Ziegler ’83 2021

THE SEMBLER SOCIETY 
Brothers have made at least one gift of $1,000 or more

[John Baker ‘83: An anonymous donor has made a memorial gift to the Sembler
Society in the John’s name] 

 



Charlie Bradley ’81 is a September 2019 addition to the Sembler Society 
Sean Carbonell ‘86 
[Craig Kavka ’66 – Memorial Gift made in Craig’s name, 2019] 
Chuck Cottrell ’80 *January, 2019: Chuck Cottrell made an additional gift of $1,000 to
be used in the best interests of the Chapter. Thank you Chuck for your generosity to
Delta Lambda! 
Jim Crews ’78 
Chris Dietz ’87 (son is Caleb Dietz ’11) 
Tobyn DeYoung ’86 (son is Steven Centeno ’16) 
Col. Joe Feheley ’81 (son is Sean Feheley ’14) 
Steve Goodloe ’79 Memorial Gift; donor remains anonymous 
Chris Gutierrez ’83 [University of Florida] (son is Alex Gutierriez ’16) 
David Gutting ’83 (son Sterling Gutting ’16) 
[J. Bob Humphries ’66 – Memorial Gift made in Bob’s name, 2019] 
Bruce Johnson ‘81 
Jay B. Johnson ‘83 
Bobby Jones ‘72 
Jimmy Keen ’73 (son is Michael Keen ‘14) 
Don Kyle ’77 Memorial (Brothers contributing as of April include Jim Finch ‘81, Joe
Feheley ‘81, Chuck Cottrell ‘80, Glenn Grant ‘82, Mike Martin ‘79, and Dave Henry ‘81.)
John Leavitt ’77 (brother of Jim Leavitt ’79) 
Sloan MacKarvich ‘01 
Craig Mateer ’86 (son is Charles Merritt ’16) 
Ryan McElveen ’95 (2020; annual Sembler Society commitment!) 
Noah C. McKinnon ‘65 
Rich Newsome ‘83 
David Rancourt ’84 (son is Wyatt Rancourt ’16) 
Matt Raulerson ’83 (son is Zach Raulerson ’17) 
Scott Roix ’85 and son Max Roix ’18 
Doug Russell ’79 (son is Tyler Russell ’10) 
Harry Sargeant III ’78 (sons are Harry Sargeant IV ’02 and Garrett Sargeant ’17) 
Brent W. Sembler ’78 (son is Logan Sembler ’09) 
Tim Sheridan ’78 (grandson of Ed Cubbon ’29; brother is Ted Sheridan ‘82) 
Rich Wall ‘66 
Tom Wheeler ’78 (son is Kevin Wheeler ’09)

2021 Chapter Leadership



SMC (President): Luke Vari ‘18 
Internal Vice President: Max Roix ‘18 (father is Scott Roix ’85) 
External Vice President: Kyle McLaren ‘18 
Vice President of Membership Development: TBD 
Excellence Officer: Joey Williams ‘19 
Secretary: Jason Accardi ‘20 
Rush Chairman: James Bencivenga ‘20 
Treasurer: Jack Williams ‘19 
House Manager: Cole Davis ‘18 
Risk Management: Austin Guarino ‘18 
Title IX Chairman: Rory Hicks ‘19 
Member at Large: Christian Ursillo ‘18 
Sergeant at Arms (Judicial Officer): Tre Hall ‘20 
IFC Representative: TBD 
Pledge Educator: Brandon Edmonston ‘20 
Intramural Sports Chairman: TBD 
Social Chairman: TBD 
Alumni Liaison: TBD 
Pikes Illustrated Editor: Matthew Liebman ’19

2021 Alumni Advisory Board (updated December 2020)

Chapter Advisor: John Peacock ‘01 
Legends of Delta Lambda: Brent Sembler ’78, Chairman 
Legends Board member & General Oversight: Jimmy Keen ‘73 
Legends General Contractor: Peter Ford ‘14 
Rush Advisors: Doug Russell ’79 and Charlie Barnes ‘65 
Faculty Advisors: Andy Miller ’70 and Doug Tatum ‘77 
Finance Advisor and Advisor to Treasurer and Secretary: Eli Nortelus ‘01 
Risk Management: Tor J. Friedman (Delta Tau Delta); Carlos Lindo ‘05 
Pledge Education Advisor: John Peacock ’01 an Eli Nortelus ‘01 
Technology Advisor, newsletter Publisher: Chris Dietz ‘87 
Alumni Association Activity Chairmen: Gary Prescott ’72, Mark Smith ‘78 
Alumni Association President: Eric Carr ‘01 
Advisor on Conduct of the Ritual: Scott Roix ‘85 
Newsletter Editors: Tim Sheridan ’78 and Charlie Barnes ’65 
Member-at-Large and Activity Advisor: TBD 
Chaplaincy Advisor: Dylan Nielander ‘05; plus John Peacock ’01; Rev. Rick Blythe ‘72



Chapter Advisor Emeritus Ed Barnes ’71 National Chapter Advisor of the Year 2005 
Chapter Advisor Emeritus Joe Feheley ’81 (son Sean Feheley ’14) 
Chapter Advisor Emeritus Jimmy Keen ’73 (son Michael Keen ’14) 
Chapter Advisor Emeritus Doug Russell ’78 (son Tyler Russell ’10)

These six alumni organizations exist to support Pi
Kappa Alpha at Florida State
The Legends of Delta Lambda. Legends owns the Chapter House. Brent Sembler
’78, Chairman. Jimmy Keen ‘73, Legends Oversight and House Management. Capital
gifts may also be made directly to the Legends of Delta Lambda. Brent Sembler
Brent.Sembler@sembler.com

The Delta Lambda Chapter Advisory Board. Chapter Advisor John Peacock ’01
Chairs the Advisory Board. FSU Pikes Chapter Advisor (chapteradvisor@fsupikes.net)

The Delta Lambda Alumni Association. Eric Carr ’01, President.
ericdcarr@gmail.com

The Old Guard of Delta Lambda. The Old Guard is the alumni annual fund. Jack
McMullen ’64 is Chairman of the Old Guard oversight board.

The Legacy Dads of Delta Lambda. Doug Russell ’78, Founder and President.
drussell@nettally.com

The Delta Lambda Communications Team. The Delta Lambda Website and the
Delta Lambda Monthly Newsletter are productions of Dietz Consulting, Inc. Chris Dietz
’87, owner. The monthly newsletter is Edited by Tim Sheridan ’78 and Charlie Barnes
’65. Len Tucker (and Jean) Tucker ’70 provides the chapter with its annual composite.
The Team also consults with the Chapter on the annual production of Pikes Illustrated

 


